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Page Content 

4 The illustration on this page depicts a young girl and her grandfather. The grandfather is 
wearing a hat with three pins on it. One of the pins is a pink triangle resembling a "Gay 
Pride" symbol. 

5 The illustration on this page depicts the same two individuals described above in a 
zoomed-in view. The pink triangle "Gay Pride" pin remains positioned between two other 
pins on the grandfather's hat. 

7 The illustration on this page depicts a young girl running. Behind her lies a bag with several 
pins on it. Among the pins is a "transgender pride" pin. 

12 The illustration on this page depicts the young girl helping her grandfather. He is bent 
downward, and a small dog is holding the grandfather's hat. The pink triangle "Gay Pride" 
pin remains positioned between two other pins. 

22 The illustration on this page depicts the young girl hugging her grandfather. A bag is sitting 
on the ground next to the grandfather. There is a rainbow pin and a "transgender pride" 
pin on the front of the bag. 

26 The illustration on the middle of the page depicts a young girl carrying a bag on her right 
side. The bag has a rainbow pin and a "transgender pride" pin on the front of it. 

27 The illustration on this page depicts the same young girl described above. Her bag is facing 
the reader as she is speaking to a woman. The bag remains with the rainbow pin and the 
"transgender pride" pins. 

29 The illustration on this page depicts a group of individuals. One of the men is wearing a 
woman's blouse and fingernail polish. 

34 The illustration on this page depicts the grandfather carrying a protest sign. He is wearing 
the same hat described above with the "Gay Pride" pin between the other two pins. 

37 The illustration on this page depicts several individuals working to create a park. Among 
the people is the grandfather wearing the same hat described above. The pink triangle 
"Gay Pride" pin is located between the other two pins. 

 


